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Directions: There are ten incomplete sentences in this part．For

each sentence there are four choices marked A,B,C and D .Choose

the one that best completes the sentence．Mark your answer on the

ANSWER SHEET with a single line through the center． 1

．Shortage of land funding is blamed for the city’s _______ green

space． A．inefficient B．inaccurate C．inadequate D．informal

2．Many job______ will be opened up in the future for those with a

university education． A．occurrence B．necessities C

．opportunities D．realities 3．Pierre is French and he speaks two

other languages ______ French． A．additionally B．moreover C

．except D．besides 4．Some people who are in charge of the

project ______their duties and had to resign． A．denied B

．neglected C．ignored D．removed 5．Mr

．Jack______volleyball in the afternoon, but now his leg wounded,

______ in the evening． A．used to play. is used to taking a walk B

．used to playing. is used to take a walk C．was used to playing.

used to taking a walk D．was used to play. used to take a walk 6

．The only thing ______ really matters to the parents is how soon

their children canreturn home． A．what B．that C．which D

．this 7．______ urgent the situation may be, you will need to

make one change at a time, and then move on． A．As B

．Whenever C．However D．Whatever 8．______, follow the



directions on the bottle carefully． A．When taken drugs B

．When drugs are taken C．When one takes drugs D．When

taking drugs 9．_______, it is quite easy to drill a hole in it． A

．Hard a diamond is B．Hard as a diamond is C．As a diamond is

hard D．How hard is a diamond 10．I am not familiar with him,

otherwise_________ at that moment． A．I will call to him B．I

would call to him C．I had called to him D．I would have called to
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